
 Unit 6    Passing the torch
Text A Sky-high ambition to fulfill an 

“unreachable” dream
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Non-English majors from 

Normal University
Confused: 

 how to 
realize dreams 

Full of:
ambitions towards 

future

 
Weak in:  
productive

writing
&critical thinking 

 

relatively good at:
new words

&expressions
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The newly-revised system of the POA 
 (文秋芳，2018：393)

① Teaching principles

Key 
competencies

Learning-
centered

Input-output
integrated

Cultural 
exchange

② Teaching hypothesis 

Output-driven Input-enabled

Selective
learning

Assessment
being learning

lM=Motivating
lE=Enabling
lA=Assessing

③ Teaching procedures

Teacher-guided &collaborated 
with students

Key 
competencies

Teacher-guided &collaborated 
with students
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Objectives

Five-dimensional 
Curricular Model of 
College for 
Pre-service Teachers 



nEnhance language competence 
nUnderstand genre writing strategy
nCompare &contrast viewpoints
nReflect different features of 

generations and how to uplift the 
“torch”to realize the Chinese Dream
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Course
Objectives

Unit
Objectives

Demo
Objectives

cognitive 
competence

personal 
competence

social 
competence

professional ethics 
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Demo
Objectives
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1.Get familiar with 
the expressions of 
describing the quality 
of dream chasers and 
time sequence words.

2.Identify and analyze 4 
key elements of the 
biography in and out of the 
text by conducting a 
research.
3.Explore the connections  
between personal dreams, 
the Chinese Dream and 
dreams of other countries .

4.Develop a biography 
describing the 
characteristics of a 
dream chaser from 
China or other 
countries.

Linguistic 
Competence

Critical 
Thinking 

Intercultural Critical 
Thinking Competence

Teaching Focus
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• Search information 
about Nan Rendong 
and dream chasers

 about personal 
dreams
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before class

 +in class

Scenario
Topic: Dream chasers
Purpose: Exchange information
Audience: Exchange student learning Chinese 
Setting:  University campus
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in class

:
Provide 
language,

       
  

structure and 
content

:

words 
and expressions of 
describing dream 
chasers and time 
sequence words

 
the features of 
biography

  details of the 
text
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after class

+in class

:

Students’
online research
(examplar:张桂梅)

:

biography in writing
 the relationships 

between personal dreams 
and the Chinese Dream

  the Chinese 
Dream and other nation’s 
dream.



        MORE  THEN  
     TEMPLATE
Click her to add  you 
To  the  center of the 
narrative thought
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Based on textbook

Enabling materials

Activated potentials

Language scaffolding
Content scaffolding
Structure scaffolding
Student research

 Writing skills
 Critical thinking skills
 Professional ethics

  
Select the theme and genre of  the text
Reorder comprehension and critical 
thinking part(P180)
Supplement students research



Book 1 Unit 6
 Passing the Torch



Introduce 

some dream 

chasers. 

Who‘s your ideal 
subject in your heart?

How to describe 
your subject?



Students’ Research
 on Nan Rendong

环球时报 （Global Times）

新华社（New China） 中国新闻网（Ecns.cn） CGTN

外研社 （Text）

人民日报（China Daily）

 
 

Thesis: 
Nan Rendong is persistent

 in pursuing his unreachable
dream. 



1.  Life Story in Chronological Order 

Time Five Facts
Early 1900s Hit on the bold idea to build a radio 

telescope（para 3）

1994            Returned to China to pursue his dream
 (para 3)

2006          Found the ideal place for construction 
in Guizhou (para 4)

March 2011   Began the construction (para 5)

2016 Completed the construction (Para 8)

ambition, creavitity

patriotism

perseverance

optimism
enterpriseText - Biography China Daily

Text - 
Biography

 (P178-9)



The feelings about 
Nan’s life

The significance to the 
country or era

Include your 
thoughts

(The last para 
of biography)

2. Author’s Thoughts in the Last Paragraph
 (P179)



How to write a biography

Form 
your 
thesis

Make a 
timeline Include 

your 
thoughts

     Do your
       research

DFMI



What‘s your Dream？

Campus Interview on Dreams 



Students’ research and timeline-making
 

Form 
your 
thesis

Make a 
timeline Include 

your 
thoughts

     Do your
       research

DFMI



 
 

Include your thoughts: 

Biography with time-order signal words  
 
 

Thesis: 

 

 
   Timeline: 

Zhang Guimei

At the age of 17 

After years of arduous fund-raising efforts.

 
 

Zhang Guimei persevered with her dream 
to improve education in rural areas.

The significance？Zhang Guimei loved her 
students and changed rural 
girls’ destiny wih dedica-
tion and perseverance. Her career and personal 

success made an extra-   
ordinary contribution to 
the Chinese Dream.

Your feeling？
as early as
as soon as
not long after 
that
eventually
meawhile

 



DFMIGuidance Reinforcement

 

Timeline：

Include your thoughts：

 
Thesis: 

Nan Rendong is persistent
 in pursuing his unreachable dream.

 
 

Include your thoughts: 

 
 

   Thesis: 
 
 

Zhang Guimei persevere with her
 dream to improve education in rural areas.

 
 

   Timeline: 



Individual Dream       

The Chinese Dream refers to the great 
rejuvenation of the Chinese nation, 

including achieving prosperity for the 
country, renewal of the nation, and 
happiness for the citizens. (P186)

        The World Dream 
     peace and development

         a community of shared future 
for all mankind

 (P186)
      Chinese Dream               World Dream

“Establish an integrated, prosperous and     
  peaceful Africa.” 
            --Agenda 2063: The Africa We Want

“Build a hunger, poverty and communal 
sentiment free Bangladesh with political 
sovereignty and economic prosperity.”

“Every person is free to achieve all that 
he or she is capable of regardless of 
social class or ethnic background.”



Finish the essay based 
on your research

 “A dream chaser in 
your heart”

The Writing Contest • http://www.12371.cn/
special/sdkm/

• https://www.observer
bd.com/news.php?id=2
37961

• https://au.int/en/agen
da2063/overview

 (P181)

Writing Prompt



 (P159Teacher’s Book)

Content 
Relevance: Your essay is relevant to the assigned topic and 
addresses the assigned task.
Reasoning: The key concepts in your essay are clearly explained 
and sound reasons are given to justify your conclusion.

Organiza-
tion 

Structure: Your essay begins with an introduction, follows the 
outline format given (providing facts in chronological order), and 
has a conclusion that follows from the viewpoints communicated 
in the body of your essay (including your thoughts about your 
subject’s life). 
Coherence: You use appropriate transition words to show the 
relationships between ideas.

Language Diversity: You have used a variety of vocabulary items and 
collocations in your description (signal words for time order and 
words about quality ).



Thank you !


